In studies of voluntary movement, a most elemental quantity is the reaction time (RT) between 1 the onset of a visual stimulus and a saccade toward it. However, this RT demonstrates ex-2 tremely high variability, which in spite of extensive research remains unexplained. It is well 3 established that, when a visual target appears, oculomotor activity gradually builds up until 4 a critical level is reached, at which point a saccade is triggered. Here, we further characterize 5 the dynamics of this rise-to-threshold process based on computational work and single-neuron 6 recordings from the frontal eye field (FEF) of behaving monkeys. We find that the baseline 7 activity, build-up rate, and threshold level show strong, nonlinear co-dependencies that ex-8 plain the distinct RT distributions observed experimentally. The results indicate that intrinsic 9 randomness contributes little to saccade variance, which results mainly from an intricate, fun-10 damentally deterministic mechanism of motor conflict resolution that has subtle yet highly 11 characteristic manifestations. 12 The reaction time (RT) represents the total time taken by all the mental operations that may con-13 tribute to a particular action, such as stimulus detection, attention, working memory, and motor 14 preparation. While its importance as a fundamental metric for inferring the mechanisms of both 15 normal and pathological brain function cannot be overstated (Welford, 1980; Meyer et al., 1988), 16 such reliance is a double-edged sword. Under appropriate experimental conditions, differential 17 measurements of RT may be used as a readout for changes in the (mean) time consumed by any 18 one of the aforementioned operations. However, a particular RT value is hard to interpret because 19 not all the operations may be known, and those that are relevant may overlap in time to varying 20 degrees. Furthermore, each operation may have its own, independent source of variability, mak-21 ing it very difficult to attribute the measured variance in RT to a particular cause (e.g., Krajbich et 22 al., 2015). We believe the study of saccadic eye movements is singularly susceptible to this type 23 of confound. There is a seemingly firm, mechanistic account of what determines the variability of 24 saccadic RTs -but according to the present results, that account is both incomplete and, in many 25 ways, incorrect.
. Saccadic tasks used. a, The 1DR task. After a fixation period of 1000 ms, a single eccentric stimulus appears at one of four locations and the subject is required to make a saccade to it. Stimulus location is chosen randomly in each trial. Fixation offset (go signal) and stimulus onset are simultaneous. In each block of trials, only one of the directions yields a large reward; the others yield either no reward (monkey G) or a small reward (monkey K). b, The ADR task. Same sequence of events as in a, except that saccades in all directions are equally rewarded.
White arrows indicate saccades; they are not displayed. location (Fig. 3b , note green trace above red before go signal). During correct trials this conflict 149 is appropriately resolved as the target-driven activity increases and overtakes the competition 150 ( Fig. 3b , IOI trials, red trace), but the rise proceeds more slowly, i.e., it has a lower build-up rate, 151 and ultimately reaches a lower peak firing level (R p ; see Methods) than that observed when the 152 bias and the target are congruent (Fig. 3d , IOI vs. III). Finally, the conflict is even more extreme 153 during incongruent trials that end in erroneous choices toward the rewarded location ( Fig. 3c ).
154
In that case the initial bias in baseline activity is largest (Fig. 3e , IOO vs. OII), and the evoked 155 target-driven activity (Fig. 3c , magenta trace) is considerably weaker compared to that observed 156 during correct saccades ( Fig. 3d , IOO vs. IOI). The neural response associated with the (wrong) RTs.
227
Finally, the model must also capture the variations in baseline activity, build-up rate, and 228 threshold observed in the FEF data ( Fig. 3d, e ), and this is where the crucial conceptual leap takes 229 place. What we found empirically was that, for the target-driven response, a higher baseline was 230 accompanied by both a higher build-up rate and a higher threshold (with the baseline activity of the alternative motor plan having opposite effects). The model generalizes these dependen-232 cies by making two assumptions. First, that similar relationships hold across all trials, rather than 233 just across the three experimental conditions examined, and second, that because the baseline 234 signal is present before target onset, any variations in build-up rate and threshold can be formu-235 lated mainly as the result of variations in baseline activity. Thus, the model can be thought of as 236 designed to test whether the differences in the rise-to-threshold process observed across experi-237 mental conditions ( Fig. 3 ) are the average manifestations of similar but more general dynamical 238 relationships between the three relevant variables, where the variance is primarily derived from 239 the baselines. So, in practice, the general idea is that the baselines fluctuate stochastically and 240 determine the ensuing rise-to-threshold excursion in each trial.
241
The resulting dynamics between competing motor plans can be intuitively appreciated with 242 three example trials ( Fig. 4a-c) . The simplest situation is when, during fixation, the baseline at the 243 target location, B T , is larger than that at the opposite location, B D (Fig. 4a ). This is typically the 244 case when the target and rewarded locations coincide (but note that what matters in the model is D plan (blue trace) is always suppressed in this case, so no overt conflict is visible. This is how 250 correct saccades with very short RTs are produced.
251
The more interesting scenario occurs when the bias-driven plan starts with the higher baseline, 252 as typically happens when the reward is expected at the D location (but again, the dynamics are 253 dictated just by the baseline values). In that case the saccade can be either correct or incorrect, 254 depending on how big the lead is. When B D is much larger than B T (Fig. 4c ), the consequences 255 are essentially the opposite of those in the previous example: (1) R T has a low build-up rate, so 256 the target-driven response (red trace) rises slowly, and (2) the saccade threshold, Θ, is low. In this 257 way, R D is able to advance steadily after the suppression interval and win the race from wire to 258 wire, reaching a relatively low firing level before saccade onset. This is how incorrect saccades are 259 produced.
260
In contrast, if the baseline B D is only moderately higher than B T (Fig. 4b that allows it to overtake the competing plan (blue trace) and win the race coming from behind.
265
Importantly, in this case R T slows down as it goes past R D (note slight change in slope of red 266 trace during shaded interval). Although R T wins the race, overtaking the competing plan exacts 267 a toll, and the lower its initial build-up rate, the higher that toll (Equation 11 ). This is the one 268 mechanism that was introduced in the model specifically to satisfy key behavioral constraints. In 269 this case, slowing down the winner target-driven plan is necessary for producing correct saccades 270 with very long RTs -longer than those of incorrect saccades. that, the simulations proceed in exactly the same way in the two bias conditions, as they should.
283
In this way, when the simulated firing rate trajectories are sorted by bias and outcome, the 284 model reproduces the covariations in baseline, build-up rate, and threshold across conditions 285 ( Fig. 4d-f ; for quantification, see Supplementary Fig. 3 ). This demonstrates that, as intended, fast, because the stimulus-driven suppression mechanism prevents fast errors, nor too slow, be-297 cause the slowest responses, which occur when R T slows down, are correct. The model explains 298 the behavioral data in terms of the neural data, accurately replicating both.
299
According to the results, the baseline activity, build-up rate, and threshold vary in a coordi-300 nated fashion to generate the wide range of RTs observed in the task. In the rest of the paper we 301
show that this fact explains many other, seemingly odd features of the neural data.
302

Coupled variations in threshold and baseline 303
A key assumption of the model is that fluctuations in baseline activity result in fluctuations in 304 build-up rate and threshold. To further dissociate the interdependencies between these three vari-305 ables and, in particular, to determine whether baseline and threshold are directly coupled, we 306 compared the responses evoked in congruent versus incongruent trials before and after equaliz-307 ing their RTs.
308
The FEF responses recorded during III and IOI trials were quite distinct (Figs. 3a, b), even 309 though both involved correct saccades in the same direction. The differences could be due to 310 the different expected reward locations in the two conditions, which correlate most strongly with 311 baseline activity, and/or to the different RTs generated (Fig. 5a ), which depend most strongly on 312 build-up rate. To eliminate the differences due to RT -and, presumably, to build-up rate -we 313 devised a simple sub-sampling procedure (Methods). The idea is straightforward: the fastest IOI 314 and slowest III trials are paired so that the resulting data subsets have identical numbers of trials 315 and nearly identical RT distributions ( Fig. 5b ). Then we made comparisons across conditions with 316 and without matching the RTs.
317
What should be expected based on the model? In the standard case, without RT matching (NM 318 condition), the target-driven response, R T , has a higher baseline and reaches a higher threshold in 319 congruent as compared to incongruent trials (Fig. 5c ). However, because they have very different 320 build-up rates (note steeper rise of magenta curve), aligned on saccade onset the corresponding re-321 sponse trajectories intersect each other twice. In contrast, when the mean and variance associated 322 with RT are the same (YM condition), the shapes of the trajectories are much more similar (Fig. 5d ).
323
The residual effect, which is exclusively related to the internal bias signal, demonstrates somewhat more modest -but still clearly visible -differences in baseline and threshold, such that the re-325 sponse trajectory for congruent trials always stays above that for the incongruent (note magenta 326 traces above black). These results make perfect sense within our modeling framework: first, be- to a vertical shift of the congruent (III) curve relative to the incongruent (IOI) one (Fig. 5f ).
338
These results reveal the isolated effect of the reward-driven spatial bias. In addition, they 339 lend further support to an important assumption of the model, namely, that the threshold for 340 triggering a saccade is positively correlated with the baseline activity at the target location (as 341 proposed earlier based on Fig. 3a, b ). Such correlation exists regardless of the coupling of these 342 variables to the build-up rate.
343
Predicted RT sensitivity of the mean population activity 344 To test the model more stringently, we exploited the wide range of RTs produced in the 1DR task to To test this prediction, the recorded trials from 84 FEF neurons were sorted by RT in the same 365 way as the simulated trials, and the corresponding traces were averaged across cells (Methods).
366
The population curves that resulted (Fig. 6g) showed the same smooth transitions across RT bins 367 as the simulated curves. Both the build-up rate and the threshold increased with shorter RTs as 368 expected from the model.
369
More generally, when comparing across narrow RT bins, the agreement between the simula-370 tions and the overall population activity in FEF was always tight and evident -even though the 371 model predictions varied widely across trial types. This was true in three important respects.
372
(1) For the activity evoked in III trials. When the target and rewarded locations were congruent, 373 the neural responses into the RF (Fig. 6e ) were much less sensitive to RT than for the corresponding ρ = 0.40, p = 10 −9 ). Across our FEF sample, the resulting distribution of correlation coefficients 437 was notable in two ways. First, it contained many more significant correlations, both positive and 438 negative, than expected just by chance (43 of 132 cells, ∼33%, were significant with p < 0.05, as 439 opposed to 6.75 expected by chance; p = 10 −22 , binomial test). Thus, a substantial fraction of the 440 FEF neurons had robust temporal preferences, with both modulation types represented (Fig. 8g,   441 colored points). And second, the distribution was approximately the same for all the standard 442 FEF cell types. The proportion of positive and negative correlations, as well as the fraction of sig-443 nificant neurons, was statistically the same for the V, VM, M, and other categories ( Fig. 8g ; p > 0.2, 444 binomial tests). So, as far as we could tell, the sensitivity to RT spanned a similar range for all the 445 elements of the FEF circuitry.
446
These results explain the moderate RT sensitivity seen in the average population activity dur-447 ing IOI trials (Fig. 6g ) as the sum of two opposing contributions from subpopulations with tempo-448 ral preferences that partially offset each other. Within the fast-preferring group (ρ < 0), the pattern 449 of response trajectories of many cells was qualitatively similar to that of the average population 450 but showed more extreme variations across RT bins (Fig. 9h; compare to Fig. 6g ). In contrast, only Figs. 8d-f, 9j) ; for most of them, the dependence on RT, particularly during the ∼100 453 ms before movement onset, was more modest (Fig. 9i) . Thus, when the responses of the fast-and 454 slow-preferring neurons are combined, their temporal dependencies partially cancel out, and the 455 overall population activity ends up resembling an attenuated version of the former. Similar re-456 sults were obtained in the congruent condition. That is, both fast-and slow-preferring cells were 457 also found during III trials (Fig. 9f, g) , except that in that case the complementary modulations 458 canceled out more fully upon averaging (Fig. 6e ).
459
The temporal heterogeneity just discussed was readily replicated with the model. For in-460 congruent trials, strong modulation could be simulated favoring either short (Fig. 9c ) or long 461 RTs (Fig. 9e ), but more modest temporal sensitivity like that exhibited by the majority of slow-462 preferring neurons could be reproduced too (Fig. 9d ). In all of these cases the simulated response trajectories matched the experimental results extremely well (compare to Fig. 9h-j) , both with the data aligned on the go signal, which better reflects the initial variations in build-up rate, and with 465 the data aligned on saccade onset, which more closely tracks the activity around threshold cross-466 ing. The most visible (but still minor) discrepancy between the simulated and neuronal trajectories 467 was due to the discontinuity of the threshold crossing event in the former, as opposed to the sharp 468 but smooth turn around the peak of activity of the latter. Analogous results were obtained in con-469 gruent trials, for which both fast- (Fig. 9a ) and slow-preferring (Fig. 9b ) model responses similar to 470 the experimental ones were also generated (compare to Fig. 9f, g) . In both congruency conditions, 471 the simulated slow-preferring responses are particularly notable because, although they are still 472 target-driven, they would seem to require mechanisms completely different from those described 473 earlier.
474
How did the model capture such wide-ranging heterogeneity? The short answer is that, with-475 out changing any of the parameters, the target-driven activity in the model, R T , can be naturally 476 expressed as the sum of two components, like so the spread is visible from the moment the activity starts rising (Fig. 9c, h, left panels) ; in contrast, 486 for the slow-preferring examples, all the curves start rising with approximately the same slope, 487 and the modulation by RT begins to manifest only later, ∼100 ms after the go signal ( Fig. 9d , e, i, j, 488 left panels). According to the model, this feature, the variability of the initial build-up rate, is the 489 fundamental mechanistic distinction between the fast-and slow-preferring FEF neurons.
490
A more elaborate intuition can be gleaned from the analytical expression that determines the 491 initial build-up rate of the target-driven activity, G T , in each trial. This build-up rate can be written 492 as 493
(see Equations 8, 9) . Here, the terms f 1 , f 2 and φ are not necessarily constant, but what matters is 494 that they do not depend on the baseline at the target location, B T . The term φ, which for now is 495 assumed to be relatively small, represents noise in G T , that is, the random fluctuations in build-up 496 rate mentioned earlier. Intuitively, then, Equation 2 says that the initial build-up of R T is the result 497 of two influences, a term that depends on the baseline B T plus a relatively constant drive that is 498 independent of it. The former, f 2 B T , leads to much higher variability in build-up rate across trials 499 -and stronger covariance with RT -than the latter, f 1 + φ.
500
Now, the coupled and uncoupled components in Equation 1 differ exclusively in their initial build-up rates, which are given by the two terms just discussed,
A key property of these build-up rates is that their sum, G U T + G C T , is always equal to G T , as given 501 by Equation 2. This is true for any value of the newly introduced parameter α, which serves 502 as an offset by means of which the weights of the two components may be adjusted. Splitting in both monkeys.
In the 1DR task (Fig. 1a) , all trials began with the appearance of a centrally located stimulus.
852
Monkeys had to maintain their gaze on this fixation spot for 1000 ms. The disappearance of the 853 fixation spot (go signal) was simultaneous with the appearance of a second, target stimulus in one 854 of four possible positions (up, down, left, right in Fig.1a) , which were chosen based on the RF of 855 each recorded neuron. Subjects were required to make a saccade to the peripheral target within 500 856 ms of the go signal in order to receive a liquid reward. Target locations varied pseudorandomly 857 from trial to trial. In each block of trials, only one of the four target locations was associated with 858 a large reward; the other three were unrewarded (Monkey G), or yielded a much smaller reward 859 (Monkey K). For brevity we refer to these simply as the "rewarded" and "unrewarded" locations.
860
The rewarded location changed pseudorandomly from one block to another. Block length was 861 highly variable (range: 10-140 trials); the average was 70 trials per block.
862
In the all-directions-rewarded task (ADR), the events were the same as in the 1DR, but the 863 four target locations were rewarded equally ( Fig. 1b ). Blocks of ADR trials were run sporadically,
864
interleaved with those of 1DR trials.
865
In the delayed-saccade task, each trial began with fixation of a central spot, followed by the 866 appearance of a single stimulus at a peripheral location during continued fixation. After a variable 867 delay (500, 750, or 1000 ms), the fixation spot was extinguished (go signal) and the subject received 868 a liquid reward if a saccade was made to the peripheral target. In each experimental session, the 869 delayed-saccade task was run first to locate the RF of the recorded neuron, and subjects performed 870 the 1DR task after the initial spatial characterization.
871
The RT was always measured from the go signal until the onset of the saccade.
872
Trial selection 873 For all analyses not specifically examining sequential effects and block transitions, we discarded 874 the first 8 trials of each 1DR block, during which the monkeys may have been discovering the new 875 rewarded location ( Supplementary Fig. 1a ). This guaranteed that all behavioral and neural metrics 876 reflected a stable expectation, and that erroneous saccades were not due to spatial uncertainty.
877
More stringent exclusion criteria produced qualitatively similar results.
878
Continuous firing activity 879
Continuous (or instantaneous) firing rate traces, also known as spike density functions, were com-880 puted by convolving evoked spike trains with a Gaussian function (σ = 15 ms) with unit area.
881
Continuous mean traces for each neuron were generated by averaging across trials. To produce 882 equivalent population responses (e.g., Fig. 3a-c) , the continuous traces of individual cells were 883 first normalized by each neuron's overall maximum firing rate and were then averaged across 884 neurons.
885
To visualize how RT modulated the activity of each cell, families of firing rate traces ordered 886 and color-coded by RT were generated (Fig. 8b, e ). For this, the trials in the relevant experimental firing rate trace was produced for each of the 20 RT bins/quantiles. To generate equivalent fami-lies of curves for populations of neurons ( Fig. 6f-j response curves ordered by RT were generated in the same way.
901
For each neuron, an activity map (Fig. 8a, d) RT because it is insensitive to the alignment of the spike trains. This is in contrast to the standard 910 firing rate calculated in a fixed time window anchored to a particular task event (e.g., go or saccade 911 onset). With an anchored window it is possible to observe a spurious dependence on RT simply 912 because of temporal misalignment across trials -but not so with the peak response.
913
For each neuron, the value of R p in each trial was equal to the cell's firing rate computed in an 914 interval centered on the time point T p , which we call the time of peak response. This is simply the 915 time along a trial (with the go signal at t = 0) at which the cell was most likely to fire at the highest 916 rate (Fig. 8a, d , black marks). T p is described as a linear function of RT,
917
T p = β 0 + β 1 × RT (4) the saccade is incorrect, toward D. Each simulated race corresponds to one trial of the 1DR task.
987
The actual trajectories followed by R T and R D in each trial are dictated by the dynamics and 988 interactions described below.
989
In each simulated trial, three key quantities need to be specified before the race between R T and R D can take place: the baseline firing levels, which serve as the initial values for R T and R D , the initial build-up rates of the two motor plans, and the threshold Θ. Simulated neural responses are scaled so that the firing activity at threshold is around 1. The baselines for the target and distracter locations, B T and B D , are specified first, drawn according to the following expressions,
where the variability across trials is determined by σ = 0.28, and T and D are random Gaussian trials and represents intrinsic, baseline-independent fluctuations in build-up rate. In the second 
where the numerator has the same form as in Equation 8 but now B D appears in the denominator.
1013
The rationale for using two distinct expressions for G T is simply that the rise of the target-driven 1014 activity is very different when R T already is above the competition before the race begins versus 1015 when it starts below the competition (Fig. 3a, b ). In the former case (B T ≥ B D , regime 1) the rise 
